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The RISING exhibition was created as part of the Maison & Objet show and Paris Déco Off...
an unmissable event for interior designers from all over the world, looking for inspiration elevated
by the excellence of French know-how. 

French craftsmen remain dedicated to progress, with passion and dedication, preserving
techniques that have been passed down for generations. 

The world's greatest designers seek out the best French artisans to satisfy the most demanding
customers. 

This exhibition brings together four rising artists – Eric Charles-Donatien, Cyril Cornevin, Alain
Richard and Michael Wagner – who each share an eye for detail, an aesthetic sensibility, and a
creative approach to the world around them.

 A friendship that binds them all together, while they continue to strive for excellence.



MICHAEL WAGNER

https://www.michaelwagner.pt/
Artist - Designer



Entrepreneur Michael Wagner is passionate about creating
meaningful human connections. 

 
With more than 20 years in the business, he has managed the

esteemed Bronze Art company CHARLES PARIS, which specializes in
high-quality craftsmanship, rare crafts, and decorations. 

 
Michael is an expert in helping interior designers, curators, and art

galleries find the right suppliers and craftspeople to create
customized pieces. He is also well-versed in business development
strategy, networking, collaborations, strategic partnerships, and

artistic direction for creating targeted collections. 
 

Since 2019, Michael has been based in Lisbon and has been using his
experience in scenography to explore new creative ventures. He's an
artist at heart and is always looking for ways to bring inspiring pieces

of art to life.



THEIA
Theia was an extraterritorial being, existing outside the boundaries of both the Earth
and the Solar System. She was a mysterious planet that had been around since the
dawn of time, and her origins were unknown. For centuries, she kept her secrets close,
an enigma that no one could quite figure out. 

But then a giant impact occurred, one so powerful it could be heard across the galaxy.
Theia collided with the early Earth and the result was nothing less than catastrophic.
The Earth shook and the Moon was born, a result of the debris ejected in the collision. 

Theia had remained a mystery for centuries, but now her identity was revealed. She was
named for the Titaness Theia, the mother of Selene, the Goddess of the Moon. Indeed, it
was quite fitting that the planet that caused the birth of the Moon was named for her. It
was almost as if the gods had intended it to be so. 

Theia was not just any planet, however. She was theorized to be a large asteroid of the
main belt, a relative of the dwarf planet Ceres or a celestial body formed beyond the
orbit of Neptune. Her size was estimated to be about 6,102 km (3,792 miles), making her
almost as large as Mars. 

Theia had a great impact on the Solar System and will continue to be remembered for a
long time to come. Her creative story, woven into the art and science fiction of the
ancient world, will never be forgotten.



THE ART MANSION
 

Art exhibition
Paris





JARDINS ABERTOS
 

Art exhibition at the Palácio do Grilo
Lisbon

https://www.jardinsabertos.com/





This family of friendly
characters was created in

2020, edited in 2022
under the inspiration of several

artists of different universes.

LIMITED EDITION OF 8
BRONZE & ALABASTER

LIGHT ON DIMMABLE BATTERY 



HYPERION
W. 419 x D. 289 x H. 695 mm









SELENE
W. 460 x D. 311 x H. 800 mm









SELENE & HYPERION
 

THEY WERE THE FIRST
THEY INSPIRED THE ENTIRE COLLECTION

THEY WORK AS A COUPLE





AETHRA
W. 315 x D. 179 x H. 543 mm





JARDINS ABERTOS
 

Art exhibition at the Palácio do Grilo
Lisbon

https://www.jardinsabertos.com/





EOS
W. 315 x D. 185 x H. 543 mm





EOS & AETHRA
 

THEY WORK AS A COUPLE
THEIR SENSUALITY IS TIRELESS





CERES
W. 315 x D. 178 x H. 614 mm





PINDAR
W. 378 x D. 238 x H. 643 mm





CERES & PINDAR
 

THEY WORK AS A COUPLE
THEIR PRESENCE IS STRONG

THEY REPRESENT THE MUTATION





ALAIN RICHARD

Fine art Photographer
https://alainrichard.com/



Alain Richard is known for his large scale, beautiful photographs of
natural landscapes. His photographs depict starry nights, the moon, the
sea, mountains, volcanic craters, and the universe that surrounds us
using different detailing techniques. 

He plays with scales and distance.They are void of human presence and
there is no narrative. The viewer is urged to be lost in time and space. In
is work on water he explores the light infinite reflection and sparkling,
the cycles, the mouvement.

Often working alone, Alain is fascinated with the beauty of the Earth
which led to a full time occupation as a fine art photographer.

Today, Alain Richard photographs have been exhibited widely
throughout the world, from NYC to Eastern Europe and Asia. Very
aware of the need to protect the environment, Alain collaborates with
Leonardo DiCaprio fondation , Global Wildlife foundation and other
organizations related to the protection of our planet.

He lives in Lisbon and continues to travel in pursuit of his passion for
discovering new ways to capture the beauty of nature and the universe.



THE MOON
 

Chile 2009, Atacama desert 
C-Print

125×100 cm, 49×39 Inch





THE FARE SIDE
 

Lightbox
180×180 cm, 71×71 Inch

LED technology + duratrans on plexi.



THE FARE SIDE
 

Lightbox
180×180 cm, 71×71 Inch

LED technology + duratrans on plexi.



THE FARE SIDE
 

Lightbox
170×130 cm, 67×51 Inch

LED technology + duratrans on plexi.





Insight Nature #1
 

150 x 112 cm, 59×44 inch
São Miguel, Açores 2022

Insight Nature #2
 

112 x 150 cm, 44×59 inch
São Miguel, Açores 2022

Insight Nature #3 
 

150 x 112 cm, 59×44 inch
São Miguel, Açores 2022



Insight Nature #4
 

150 x 112 cm, 59×44 inch
São Miguel, Açores 2022



Water Skin #4 #5
 

Diptych | Portugal 2021
150 x 113 cm, 59 × 44 Inch | 120 x 90 cm, 47.2 x 35.4 Inch



Water Skin #1 
 

Portugal 2021
113 x 150 cm, 44 x 59 Inch 

90 x 120 cm, 35.4 x 47.2 Inch



ERIC CHARLES-DONATIEN

Feather craft
http://www.ericcharlesdonatien.com



Eric Charles-Donatien is an accomplished designer-plumbers
graduate of the Ecole Duperré and the Ecole de la Chambre
Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne. He spent the following years
working in Hermès and Hanae Mori's workshops and studios, where
he acquired the skills and knowledge to work with luxury materials
and craftsmanship. Afterward, he joined the famous French feather
maker André Lemarié as an assistant, where he had the
opportunity to work with major fashion houses such as Chanel, Dior,
Yves Saint Laurent, Jean Paul Gaultier, Roger Vivier, Vera Wang,
and Roberto Cavalli. 

In 2010, Eric Charles-Donatien founded his own company, a
genuine laboratory of creativity, where he developed MOYE & DA,
his capsule brand of made-to-measure accessories. Eric Charles-
Donatien takes pride in combining originality and knowledge of
materials, promoting French craftsmanship. He is determined to
continue working with French fashion houses and creating quality
accessories that will stand out from the rest. He also works with
emerging designers to help them create their own unique
collections. Eric Charles-Donatien’s commitment to craftsmanship,
originality, and quality is evident in every piece he produces.



CHIMÈRE
 

The Enchanting Art of Eric Charles-
Donatien: Designing a Feathered

Alcove for the Hôtel de Crillon.





BRAND
Diesel

 
WORKSHOP

Lemarié
 

YEAR
2006

 
EVENT

Campagne Diesel 2006



BRAND
Dolce & Gabbana

 
WORKSHOP

LeMarié
 

MODEL
LIsa Cant

 
YEAR
2005

 
EVENT

Alexander Mcqueen Fall 2005



BRAND
Jean Paul Gaultier

 
WORKSHOP

Lemarié
 

PHOTOGRAPHE
Steven Meisel

 
MODEL

Linda Evangelista
 

YEAR
2002

 
EVENT

Vogue Italia



BRAND
Givenchy

 
WORKSHOP

Lemarié
 

MODEL
Natasha Poly

 
YEAR
2010

 
EVENT

Collection Couture FW 2010/2011 by Riccardo Tisci



SAMOURAI
metal

 
Table centerpiece made of

burnished metal scales,
pheasant feathers and crocodile

print leather. A protective shell
between the arch and the armor,

where the feather symbolizes
the animal kingdom in an

ornamental role.
 

Dimensions: H 25 x L 92 x l 18



IROQUOIS 
metal

Ambiance lamp in steel and black goose
feathers painted gold. A mane-shaped
roof where the play of light reveals a
lace of feathers. "The light reminds us
that the answers come from within.

Dimensions: H 217 x L 95 x Ep. 9





Antique globe and its wooden base, natural red neon,
glass paste/brass jewelry, goose feather, pigeon,

choucador wings, and 24 karat gold application, stele
with sfumatto.

PHOENIX BIRTH



Globe and its base in marquetry of smoked eucalyptus
in chevron, natural red neon, feathers of goose,
rooster natural bronze, common pheasant, gold

leaves, brushed brass waxed, dyeing of feathers craft, 
sfumatto stele.

SUNSET BIRTH









Antique globe and its wooden base, natural blue neon,
handmade Venetian style mask in smoked silver

engraved with the wheel and faceted, wings of goose
feathers, turkey, coucador, rooster and 24 carat gold

application, and its stele with sfumatto.

ANGEL BIRTH





Rooster and goose painted in gold and
oxidized brass feathers on steel structure.

 
Collaboration with designer 

TOM FAULKNER LONDON

ANGEL



Ostrich and goose, silk tulle and gold-colored
aged metal on a patinated steel chair.

 
Collaboration with the designer 

TOM FAULKNER LONDON

FOSSIL



Goose feathers, rooster feathers with hand dyes,
natural common pheasant, brushed brass with patina,
smoked eucamyptus inlay and natural red neon.

METROPOLE SUNSET





Assemblage of feathers fallen from the
moult of pheasant in natural bronze,

goose feathers dyed in different greens
and black rooster feathers dyed.

 
Non industrial dyes, 

green beetle.

DOUBLE JEU



Small leather flowers on brass rod
with rooster and choucador feathers,
giant butterfly in assembly of goose
feathers dyed in gradation, eggplant
ostrich feathers, sky blue and purple

dyed rooster feathers and inlay of
natural iridescent choucador

feathers. 
 

Non-industrial dyes. 
Surprise guests on a mobile flower
and in the center of the piece, two

small iridescent beetles.

BEETLE FANTASY



CYRIL CORNEVIN

Lacquerer
Artist - Designer

 







LE FAMEUX MOUTON

Plateau en laque traditionnelle lisse et craquelée ton ivoire,
Pieds métal avec travail de dorure en damier à la feuille de cuivre.



ANATOLE GILLET

Art dealer
anatgillet@gmail.com





Maurizio Catalan
 

Grillo 1986
Acrylic on paper

Signed "Mau" and dated





Jean Dubuffet
 

Personnage, June 1960
Ink on paper

Signed and dated





Michel Guéranger 
 

MOUVEMENT ÉTERNEL SANS ORIGINE NI FIN DERNIÈRE, 1976 
(« Space » series)
Acrylic on canvas

Signed, titled and dated on the back 





Michel Guéranger
 

MATHÉMATIQUE ERRANTE, 1977 
(« Space » series)
Acrylic on canvas

Signed, titled and dated August 77 on the back 
Countersigned and dated on the back 





Keith Haring
 

edition of 1985
limited edition of 50 copies.

NEW CONDITION








